Introduction
Regional competitiveness is one of the current topics dealt with in works of many authors. It was brought into focus after the accession of the Czech Republic to the European Union, namely due to the possibility of drawing money from EU funds for regional development. These finances are used to increase the competitiveness of regions and decrease regional disparities caused by various factors. In the Czech Republic the regional policy is practiced by the Ministry of Regional Development, which is trying to reduce these differences among regions, while also taking into consideration the regional policy of the European Union and its goals. In order to practice any kind of policy, an initial condition must always be known, which, regarding the regional policy conception, means to know the position of regions in terms of their competitiveness. The aim of this work is to quantify the competitiveness of individual regions in the Czech Republic and to analyze their development over time by means of the convergence analysis of used metrics of regional competitiveness.
The first part of this work deals with the definition of "regional competitiveness" and introduces various methods of its quantification. This is followed by the general analysis of regional competitiveness (NUTS 3) according to the chosen method and comparison of development of regions in the course of time or with the development in the Czech Republic. Although this analysis is limited by the data available, it was made on the basis of 4 
Regional Competitiveness
When trying to understand the general meaning of the word "competitiveness", we may find an infinite number of definitions relating to various situations and subjects. However, the question is how to define competitiveness related to regions.
"The concept of competitiveness, however, while relatively clear when applied to enterprises, is more difficult to define and measure, when applied to regions or countries" [12, p. 75] . That is the basic problem. It is obvious how to assess the competitiveness of enterprises, but it is not very evident how to assess competitiveness in case of regions.
Before defining regional competitiveness, it is necessary to realize what makes regions strive for being competitive. If an enterprise is competitive, it achieves heavy sales and in case of effective behavior also the profit. A competitive region will not reach such sales, but it will probably become more attractive for inhabitants. As the competitive region offers its citizens good living conditions, they do not deem necessary to change their residence. Moreover, the standard of living in the region may attract new inhabitants. On the contrary, if the region ceases to be competitive, its inhabitants begin to move to another, more attractive region. On the other hand, it is also
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David Martinãík, Marta ·lehoferová 2, XVII, 2014 necessary to realize that it is difficult for a region to become competitive without a sufficient number of inhabitants. It is necessary to point out that inhabitants in the Czech Republic are not yet used to changing their address when the living conditions worsen, therefore "moving for the better conditions" does not occur to such an extent as in other countries, where the labor migration and buying a house on the other side of the country is very common.
The concept of competitiveness is often perceived as the ability of a country/region to generate long-term welfare of its inhabitants. Aiginger [1] distinguishes between welfare and competitiveness, as the economic side of welfare. However, most definitions of regional competitiveness are not directly concerned with the issue of population. Kiston et al. define regional and municipal competitiveness at first very vaguely as "the success with which regions and cities compete with one another in some way" [21, The concept of regional competiveness as aggregate firms' competitiveness can be based on Porter's diamond [27] . The diamond consists of six cusps: factor conditions (supply of factors of production), demand conditions (especially domestic consumers' demand), related and supporting industries (labor division and exchange of ideas and innovations), firms' strategy, structure and rivalry (a force for increasing productivity and innovations), government (as a catalyst and a challenger to increase the competitive performance) and the last one is chance (a stochastic element which is always present in market economy). Some of the cusps are measurable in an objective way, while some of them are not. However, the main problem of this concept is that it assumes firms and regions have the same priorities. It is evidently false, e.g. as far as employment is concerned if there is a drift of firms towards effectiveness, the unemployment regional rate can increase.
The controversial nature of competitiveness of economies and regions is illustrated by the discussion from the mid-1990s, which was initiated by the Paul Krugman Immediately, several reactions [8] , [29] , [30] , [34] , [39] and also the Krugman's answer [24] were published in the following issue of Foreign Affairs (July/August). The subsequent debate resulted in publication of a great deal of articles. "Popularity" of this issue is illustrated by the monothematic issue of Oxford Review of Economic Policy from September 1996.
Since this academic discussion, productivity is often included into the definition of competiveness. An interesting understanding of regional competitiveness as "the ability to increase the employment rate, diversify production, increase productivity and the value added at an appropriate rate so that business relationships can develop in a stable way" [5, p. 22] has also been offered. The author stresses the need for diversification of production, which is very well-founded. If the region was focused only on a particular industry or sector, significant changes in technology or preferences could affect the region to a great extent and it could lose its competitiveness for a long time. It is also necessary to realize that the competitiveness of regions, cities or countries is fundamentally different from the competitiveness of enterprises. If a company does not stack up to the competition, it will go bankrupt. However, an analogous way of 2014, XVII, 2 winding-up and dissolution of regions (countries) due to the lack of their competitiveness does not exist.
Gardiner et al. offers another definition [14] . He says that "regional (and urban) [28, p. 7] . Then productivity depends on the efficiency with which products and services can be produced and their value (measured by their prices). "True competitiveness then, is measured by productivity" [28, p. 7] , which allows a nation (region) to support a high standard of living.
A new perspective on this issue has been brought by Boschma [7] , who deals with the subject of regional growth and claims that "regional growth is based primarily on exploiting intangible assets such as tacit knowledge and institutions, rather than static cost advantages" [7, p. 2] . He also stresses that a related variety of these assets can be the main reason for the development of regional disparities. The Skokan's approach, which can be found in the Czech literature, is also interesting, since it emphasizes the importance of ability to innovate, especially in the context of business environment where there is a strong stimulation for learning and cooperation among firms, in other words, for forming the so-called business clusters [31] .
This article views the concept of regional competitiveness as the ability of regions to compete with each other, but not only in the area of economy, but also in other areas such as living conditions or the region's potential for growth in future. Someone might argue that if a region is successful in the area of economy, it is subsequently successful in the other two areas, but, for example, there could be a region with a similar level of GDP, yet different environment or public services. Thus the concept of regional competitiveness should not mean only "productivity" as some authors claim, but it should also include other areas.
However, the following text does not intend to deal with the definitions of competitiveness, or misuse of this concept for selective economic and political measures, but it will focus only on the evaluation of the state of the Czech regions and the subsequent data analysis. [20] measures regional competitiveness on the basis of the development of several indicators, which he divides into three areas. These are areas of macroeconomic performance, innovation efficiency and quality of life. Macroeconomic performance includes GDP, unemployment rate and gross fixed capital. The second area includes indicators of science and research, foreign direct investment, added value in technology-intensive sectors (all expressed per capita), qualification of the population and employment status. The quality of life area includes migration of population, air quality, crime rate and life expectancy. Then the author examines development of these indicators over time (by their year-on-year growth, growth in a particular period, etc.) and compares them with the level of the Czech Republic. At the end of his work the author compares the level and dynamics of the regions in individual areas and then compiles the overall rankings of the regions. This is a very logical and transparent method, which is unfortunately limited by the available regional data. In the area of macroeconomic performance the author works with time series including years 1995-2005, in the remaining two areas he uses the data from the 2000-2005 period, which means that a complete comparison over time can only be made for the years 2000-2005, which is a relatively short time series.
Measurement Methods of Competitiveness
Another method is offered by Kadefiábková [18] , who assesses regions according to the data from 2004, while using an index of regional competitiveness in terms of economic performance, development of regional innovation system and quality of life. Each area is comprised of certain indicators (unlike Kahoun she includes foreign direct investment in the area of economic performance and not in the area of innovation). The indicators are compiled in a similar way as in the previous work. For subsequent comparison, the averages for each area are calculated. These are then converted to per cents (or more precisely sub-indices), expressing "how many per cents of regions have a worse position according to that indicator" [18, p. 49] . The author then averages all the areas and gets the overall position of regions in a given year. Martinãík [25] introduces a method of evaluation of the regional competitiveness based on 18 indicators representing different areas that reflect the position of a region as broadly as possible. These indicators are compiled from commonly available data published by the Czech Statistical Office and may be grouped into three basic areas, namely the area of macroeconomic performance (also marked as MP), growth potential (GP) and quality of life (QL). In each area there are seven indicators, with three of them being in two areas at the same time and representing a transition between the involved areas. This method is based on an analogy to the magic quadrangle used to assess the status of entire national economies. Afterwards, the values of individual indicators in the time series are compared with either the national average or with the values of first year. The analysis is performed using only the data from 1995 and the 2000-2005 period. Slan˘ et al. [32] measure regional competitiveness according to the development of absolute values of regional gross domestic product per capita, average gross wages, unemployment rate, education index and migration of population. The results then divide the regions into the following categories: above-average, average, below-average, and very below-average. The authors evaluated the regions for the 1995-2004 period, but unfortunately only by a text and a few illustrative graphs, thus without tables showing values in the years that could provide the most important and most comprehensive information. A similar approach is used by Gardiner et al. [14] , who claim that productivity and employment rate are the two main measures of regional competitiveness. Thus, if the region is successful, it has a high level of GDP per capita. They break down this indicator into four elements: productivity (measured as the GDP per hour worked), the employment rate, the dependency rate, and the work-leisure trade off. This indicator is further used to quantify regional competitiveness in the countries of the EU. For more details see [14] .
A very complex competitiveness measurement can be found in [3] and [2] , where the Regional Competitiveness Index at the NUTS2 regional level for all EU member countries is calculated. They take into account 11 areas (the so-called pillars), such as institutions, macroeconomic stability, infrastructure, health, quality of primary and secondary education, higher education/training and lifelong learning, labor market efficiency, market size, technological readiness, business sophistication and innovation. For each pillar, there are several indicators which are quantitative and their source is mostly Eurostat. These data are subsequently standardized (using z-scores) and analyzed in more detail, pillar by pillar, using statistical tools. Sub-score for each pillar is then calculated and the final regional competitiveness index is aggregated.
The previous works are based on the same principles; the authors provide some parameters whose values are then compared. Viturka's work [42] is different in principle. Although the author provides three basic areas and evaluates regions according to them, he does not evaluate the development of these indicators over time or by the level of the Czech Republic, but according to his own methods and only for a particular year. These areas are quality of business environment, use of human resources and innovative potential of firms. The quality of business environment is then composed of factors that have a specific weight (an example of factors: availability of labor, quality of labor, price of labor, workforce flexibility). The innovative potential of firms is defined as "the aggregate expression of the level achieved by the innovative activities of companies located in the region" [42, p. 642] and the basic indicator of the use of human resources is the unemployment rate. The regions are then compared with each other in different areas and generally evaluated. The method is conceptually different from the previous ones; however, it seems to be less clear for practical use.
The methods above offer interesting ways of how to evaluate and measure competitiveness. However, some of them evaluate regions only within one year, by a few indicators or using intermittent or short time series. It is also evident that the authors are occasionally forced to replace some indicators by the less appropriate ones just because of a lack of regional data for the years. But quantification of competitiveness should be based on a large number of indicators and on the longest continuous time series as possible. Only this way it can have the information value as for the evaluation of development of individual regions.
Research Methods
Quantification and evaluation of regional competitiveness will be based on the method proposed by Martinãík [25] . This method is most appropriate because it takes into account the different characteristics of regions, not only mostly proposed macroeconomic indicators (or indicators of productivity), but also indicators that represent areas of quality of life and growth potential of individual regions. The measurement of competitiveness used in this method is comprehensive and includes not only economic but also socio-economic characteristics of regions. And in case of creating continuous time series (the author used only data for the year 1995 and the 2000-2005 period), it could be a useful tool for a comprehensive evaluation of the regional competitiveness. First it was necessary to add values of 18 indicators (divided into three areas: macroeconomic performance -also marked as MP, growth potential -GP and quality of life -QL) in the studied year. These indicators are shown in Table 1 .
Indicators are formed at the NUTS 3 regional level for all regions in the Czech Republic: Prague, Jihoãesk˘, Jihomoravsk˘, Karlovarsk˘, Královéhradeck˘, Libereck˘, Moravskoslezsk˘, Olomouck˘, Pardubick˘, PlzeÀsk˘, Stfiedoãesk˘, Ústeck˘, Vysoãina, and Zlínsk˘ regions.
Indicators are not formed as absolute, but relative to the number of the population (or to the area of the region in case of indicator QL2), and therefore it is possible to compare them not only over time but also with each other. Indicators are also formed for the whole Czech Republic (CZ) and for the Czech Republic without Prague (CZ-P). To describe the construction of indicators see [25] . Most necessary data can be obtained with relative ease. The data previously unavailable due to 2, XVII, 2014 changes in the monitoring methodology are completely available today, but new problems arise, such as ending the monitoring of some indicators by the Czech Statistical Office (for example the number of cinemas, theatres and museums, which was originally used in the indicator QL4 -this indicator is currently composed only of the number of libraries) or the change of methodology used to track the number of university students. Data for the years 1993 and 1994 cannot be obtained and therefore they are not used. Thus, the quantification was made for the years 1995-2011, which in the measurement of regional competitiveness in the Czech Republic is considered as a very long time series containing a large amount of values. None of the above-mentioned authors evaluates regional competitiveness on the basis of such an extensive amount of data. We consider this great deal of data to be a great advantage and we will not reduce the number of monitored indicators by e.g. the factor analysis as ÎiÏka [43] in case of municipalities' data. After all, it would be unsuitable for our further computation.
Evaluation of the Overall Ranking of Regions
For further calculations it is necessary to establish indicators of the level and dynamics.
The individual values of 18 indicators are always related to some basic datum whose value is 100% and other values are expressed as a percentage of this datum. Basic values may be values of indicators in a given year (here in 1995) or the value of a certain region (CZ or CZ-P). According to the fact whether the values exceed or fail to reach these basic values, it can be deduced how competitive those regions are. However, in these calculations it is necessary to take into account the "negative" indicators (for example unemployment), for which it is true that the higher values are reached, the worse rank the region has. In these cases, the reciprocal value of given indicators is used.
Tab. 1: Selected indicators

Name of indicator designation
Completed dwellings per capita QL7-MP1
Real net disposable income per capita MP2
Average gross wage MP3
Unemployment rate MP4
Real GDP per capita MP5
Real gross value added per capita MP6
Real gross fixed capital formation per capita MP7-GP1
Number of businesses per capita GP2
Structure of employment GP3
Number of university students per capita GP4
Live births per capita GP5
Age structure GP6
Average incapacity for work due to sickness GP7-QL1
Environmental pollution QL2
Number of crimes per capita QL3
Number of cultural facilities for residents QL4
Number of physicians per capita QL5
Registered passenger cars per capita QL6
Source: [25] The comparison with the average of the Czech Republic is presented in Source: [9] , [10] , [11] , [25] , own calculations
It is also possible to determine the rank of regions based on their dynamics. In Table 3 , the data of 1995 represent 100% and the order of regions is determined by the values from 2011. A comprehensive evaluation can be clearly made by using the individual regions' indicators of dynamics and level compared to the same indicators for CZ or CZ-P. The resulting data for the Total area are given in Figure 1 .
Tab. 3: The rank of regions based on their dynamics
MP
The level in Figure 1 is calculated as the average of the initial and final values (or more precisely the values of 1995 and 2011) of the Total area. The dynamics is expressed as the average growth rate between the initial and final value of the dynamics indicators in the area. This average is then related to the data for the CZ, which were calculated in the same way. In both cases CZ represents 100% and its position in Figure 1 is shown by the black axes (the axes that appear less bold show the CZ-P). It is possible to create graphs of the MP, GP, QL areas this way.
According to Figure 1 , the Prague region has the best results and is followed by the Jihomoravsk˘ region. Around the average of CZ there are the Olomouck˘, Stfiedoãesk˘, Královehradeck˘ and Libereck˘ Regions and the worst position is occupied by the Moravskoslezsk˘ and Karlovarsk˘ Regions. Other regions have at least either the high level or good dynamics. The point in the middle of dashed axes represents the aforementioned national average without Prague. The advantage of this chart is a clearly presented division of observed regions into four quadrants: growing rapidly, losing edge, increasing the loss and reducing the loss.
It is evident that the Moravskoslezsk˘ and Karlovarsk˘ regions are the most problematic ones in terms of Total (i.e. all observed areas) as compared to the average of CZ without Prague. Libereck˘, Královehradeck˘, PlzeÀsk˘, Vysoãina and Jihoãesk˘ Regions might become problematic in the future. The dynamics of other regions is above the average.
Fig. 1: The dynamics and level of regions in 1995-2011 in Total
Source: [9] , [10] , [11] , [25] , own calculations
The above-collected data can be used for the distribution of regions into clusters. This method divides regions into several groups with common characteristics that can be further independently evaluated and the movements of regions among clusters over the years can be compared. For details of this analysis and its results see [37] .
β-convergence
The above-mentioned fundamental differences -disparities -between regions are obvious from the analysis, especially between the Prague Region and the others. The question is whether these differences became larger or smaller over time, i.e. whether the regions diverge or converge. To better understand this issue, it is useful to define the concept of regional disparity first and indicate its most frequent causes. Even different factors causing regional disparities may determine whether the region will rather converge or diverge more in time. The word disparity, as well as regional competitiveness, has many possible definitions. 2, XVII, 2014
Disparity can be generally defined as "dissimilarity or inequality of signs, phenomena or processes having unique geographical position and occurring at least in two entities of that spatial structure" [16, p. 8] .
There are various factors that may cause the different development of regions. It could be the geographic location of the region, its natural conditions, transport infrastructure, investments and funds directed to the region, institutional factors or a political decision. Huãka et al. [16] states that the fundamental factors of disparities are the following: "equipment of production factors, natural conditions, natural physical-geographical advantages, economic structure and socio-cultural and institutional factors" [16, p. 15] . In terms of natural conditions, different development may be caused, for example, by the existence of large deposits of mineral resources and more suitable conditions for agriculture in comparison with other regions. From this fact the environmental quality will also develop subsequently. With regard to the geographic location, the distance to foreign advanced regions [40] or the distance to other economic centers are important (especially the distance to Prague in the CZ). We can discuss whether the abovementioned causes can influence the development of regions and if so to what extent, but this is not the aim of this section. The intention is simply to determine whether the region in the CZ tends, while assuming these various causes, rather to diverge or converge over time.
There are many theories of regional development which can basically be classified into two types, namely the theory of convergence and the theory of divergence. Convergence theories or theories of regional balance say that regions converge over time, so that interregional disparities disappear. On the other hand, divergence theories or theories of regional imbalances assume that regional disparities will become deeper and regions will diverge even more [6] . It is obvious that the development of regions and hence their convergence/ /divergence is to some extent affected by the development of the state itself. According to Terrasi [38] the process of regional convergence is not conditioned only by the stage of national development, but also by its characteristics. The national development can vary greatly from state to state, depending on the geographic location, time in which the process began, development or the intensity, product specialization, regional structure, etc. Another fact that may influence the development of regions is whether those are located near large cities. The study on this topic was conducted by Hammond [15] , who dealt with divergence of metropolises from neighboring regions and who has arrived at an interesting conclusion. An irrefutable fact is that metropolises tend to diverge more and more over time, but their neighboring non-metropolitan regions have a tendency to converge more than other nonmetropolitan regions that are not adjacent to any metropolis.
Regarding the actual measurement of convergence/divergence of regions, most authors perform their calculations using only the basic macroeconomic indicators for regions, in particular, only GDP per capita (as exemplified by the neo-classical Barro, Sala-iMartin and the above mentioned Terrasi and Hammond, etc.).
Many authors deal with the subject of convergence and usually two types of convergence between different economies can be defined; these are absolute convergence and conditional convergence. Absolute convergence implies that countries or regions with lower initial values of the capital/labor share show a higher growth rate of output per capita and tend to catch up with and converge to the countries or regions with a higher capital/labor share. The assumption is, however, that economies are similar in structure; they have the same parameters, and thus the same steady state. Closer to reality is the concept of conditional convergence, where the condition that all economies have the same parameters and the same steady state does not apply. This model does not predict convergence in all cases, because there may be a situation where the more developed economies are growing faster than the less developed ones. That is because "the neoclassical model does predict that each economy converges to its own steady state and the speed of this convergence relates inversely to the distance from the steady state" [4, p. 29] . So, if a more developed economy is more distanced from its steady state than a less developed one, it grows faster and the differences among them will deepen. Thus the 2014, XVII, 2 convergence is conditioned by determinants of the steady state. Absolute convergence, which suggests that poor countries tend to show higher growth rate of output per capita than the rich ones, then corresponds to the concept of β-convergence. This convergence can be defined by the following equation [4, p. 384] : -1) . log y i,t + ε i,t , y i,t where y is the monitored indicator (usually real GDP), i is a country or region and t the period of time. Assumptions of the normal distribution with the zero mean value and constant variance are imposed on random variable ε i,t . It also has to be independent of its past values and other variables in the model. The left side of the equation can be interpreted as the growth rate of indicator y i and the aforementioned formula implies that this growth depends on the parameter α and parameter β. α expresses the steady state level and β expresses the value by which the gap between the steady state and reality has diminished during the period. β is the speed of convergence and if the value is positive, it means that the economy converges and if negative, it means that the gap grows and on the contrary the economy diverges.
The concept of conditional convergence corresponds to the concept of σ-convergence, which occurs when the variance of indicator y i decreases over time. Although this concept is defined for income or product, it will be used for the analysis of our data. This also implies that "the convergence of the first type (poor countries tend to grow faster than rich ones) tends to generate the convergence of the second type (reduced dispersion of income or product per capita), but this process is offset by new random disturbances that tend to increase dispersion" [4, p. 383] . β-convergence is a necessary but not sufficient condition of σ-convergence.
The application of both concepts of convergence to the data above is based on the idea that regional competitiveness (their level) tends to converge. There are two reasons for this: 1) structural parameters of different regions are the same, not only in terms of aggregate production functions as in case of the neo-classical models, but due to the absolute openness of regions to each other (this fact itself leads to a theoretically infinite speed of convergence) and also due to social, cultural and linguistic homogeneity of regions within one country, 2) bearers of economic policy including the EU seek to mitigate regional disparities. Statistical analysis of β and σ-convergence/divergence was performed with the logarithm level data of each region in each year in the areas of MP, GP, QL and in Total (T). To complement these, the indicator of real GDP per capita was also used. The raw data for the Total area are shown in Figure 2 . These are standardized data that compare the regional level with the national average (value 0). The national average is then understood as a steady state to which the regions should converge. The horizontal axis represents the level of log y i,t and vertical axis represents the growth rate log y i,t+1 -log y i,t . Similar graphs can be created for other areas.
The graph (Fig. 2) represents data for all regions and all years. These data can be imagined as a matrix whose elements are log y i,t , where i is an index indicating the region and t is an index indicating the period t ∈ 〈1995;2011〉. The values measured on the horizontal axis correspond exactly to this matrix and thus represent the logarithm of the relative level of the region in relation to the CZ average. The values measured on the vertical axis are then calculated as the difference between two adjacent elements in the row in this matrix, i.e. log y i,t+1 -log y i,t and correspond to the logarithmic approximation of the growth rate.
Sub-matrices in which the above-mentioned regression model is statistically significant were sought in data (matrices) for all areas (MP, GP, QL, T and GDP). The minimum dimension of a sub-matrix was limited to two regions and two consecutive periods, the maximum dimension is given by the whole matrix consisting of 14 regions and 17 consecutive years. The brutal computing power was simply used, which MATLAB enables very easily. For each area (MP, GP, QL, T and GDP) 1,965,280 regressions were carried out; this number is determined by combinations of different regions and different time intervals. The obtained results were tested for statistical significance of the whole regression model (P-value of F-test), then the statistical significance of the regression line (P-value of T-statistics). Normality of residues 2, XVII, 2014 Display of convergence/divergence by using raw data in Total
Source: [9] , [10] , [11] , own calculations was assessed by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and the Jarque-Bera test. Since there are no time series (regions do not have a fixed order and can be randomly permuted), testing of autocorrelation of residues is not significant, yet they were tested, although it significantly slowed down the computation. We have always managed to rank the regions in such a way so that the resulting P-value of Durbin-Watson statistics could reflect uncorrelated data. The results therefore meet all the necessary statistical criteria.
The obtained results were further subjected to a more rigorous evaluation. Only regressions with adjusted coefficient of determination R 2 ADj higher than 50% were used for the interpretation. Furthermore, relatively small sub-matrices with less than 9 elements were excluded and only larger sub-matrices, with at least 9 elements, were interpreted. We believe that the statistical significance in such small sub-matrices would be a matter of chance rather than a real statistical relationship. Specifically, the 4-element submatrices had no statistically significant regression. There were 50 statistically significant regressions in 6-element sub-matrices and 48 regressions in 8-element sub-matrices, mostly with a very high coefficient of determination, which we ascribe to a chance and thus we do not interpret it. The negative slope of the regression line is then β-convergence and positive slope is β-divergence. The relationship with at least +10% speed of convergence was considered as convergence and the relationship with maximum of -10% speed of convergence was considered as divergence. The number of identified regressions is shown in Table 4 . 
Tab. 4: Number of regressions
GDP 27 49
Source: own calculations At first glance it is obvious that out of the total number of performed regressions, there are only few statistically significant. This suggests that the regions due to the selected metrics remain persistent in the discrepancies. However, this says nothing about the relations between individual regions. Therefore, we performed a detailed analysis of the achieved results. The main question was how to clearly and simply interpret these 441 convergences and 123 divergences. Therefore, we chose a graphical method that makes it possible to capture i) a combination of regions and years that have the appropriate relationship for the area, and ii) the intensity of relationship measured by the speed of convergence/ /divergence. All results are naturally influenced by the arbitrary choice of criteria for "significant" regression relationships, however, we believe that they still have explanatory power.
The following Figure No . 3 shows how long (measured by the number of years) as well as in what intensity (measured by the speed of convergence) each pair of corresponding regions converged. The number of occurrence of the two regions in regressions identified according to the above criteria was multiplied by the number of years of convergent/divergent relationship and then multiplied by the speed of convergence/divergence. The darkest color means the "strongest" calculated convergence/ /divergence. As the chart of colored matrix of regions does not give information about the periods in which these relations occurred, the colored timeline is attached. Here the color for each year is given by multiplying (product) the number of regions and the speed of convergence/divergence. This allows us to identify the years in a given area when the major convergence/divergence occurred.
All the graphs of convergence show absolute absence of Prague and, on the contrary, almost absolute presence of the Králové-hradeck˘, Libereck˘, Olomouck˘, Pardubickȃ nd PlzeÀsk˘ Regions. The absence of Prague was anticipated since this region has a too high Macroeconomic Performance in all monitored periods. In the area of macroeconomic performance, the Královéhradeck˘, PlzeÀskȃ nd Zlínsk˘ Regions mostly participate. The PlzeÀsk˘ Region also participates in the processes of convergence in the area of Growth Potential, but due to its downturn in this area the worse regions are catching up with it. On the contrary, neither Prague participates in the convergence nor the Jihomoravsk˘ (it is also significantly above the average) and Vysoãina Regions (below the average). In the area of Quality of Life in addition to Prague the Moravskoslezsk˘ and Ústeck˘ Regions did not participate in the process of convergence (they are the worst ones over the whole period, compare Table 2 ). Regarding the Total area, Prague did not take part in the convergence because of its permanently and considerably above-the-average position and the Moravskoslezsk˘ and Ústeck˘ Regions did not take part in convergence either due to their permanently and considerably below-theaverage position. The GDP graph shows the absolute distance of Prague in all the observed periods, and hence Prague could not appear in any statistically significant regression. The Olomouck˘ Region did not participate in the convergence either because of its size and growth rate of GDP. From the perspective of individual years we do not see any systematic (across regions) concentration of convergence at the beginning or end of the period in the graphs.
For the sake of completeness we should add that the colors in the charts are not standardized in the same way for the simple reason of their lucidity. "Values" of the darkest colors in all matrix charts in comparison to the graph of T convergence (value 1) is shown in the following Table 5 . Similarly, colors of graphs representing individual years are not standardized.
Tab. 5:
Values of β-convergence/divergence The figures below (Fig. 4) show results for ascending regression lines, that is for divergence. The total number of divergences is more than three times smaller than the number of convergences. In the area of Macroeconomic Performance it is obvious that some 2, XVII, 2014 Time and intensity of convergence Source: [9] , [10] , [11] , own calculations 2014, XVII, 2
Fig. 4: Time and intensity of divergence
Source: [9] , [10] , [11] Let us briefly note σ-convergence. This convergence, as mentioned above, consists in reducing the variance of observed variables over time. The measurements were performed by linear regression estimate of the time series of variances. If the slope of the regression line is negative, it means that the variance decreases with time and therefore it is σ-convergence. The opposite situation is called σ-divergence. The number of estimated data is equal to the length of the period and hence the majority of results were statistically insignificant. Of the total number of statistically significant regression models, which was 9, 8 match the β-convergence, in 4 cases in the GDP area, three times in the MP and once in Total area. On the contrary, the divergence has been demonstrated only in one case in the MP area. But it must be said that compared to β-convergence there are only a few cases and we can say that there are practically constant variances of the monitored parameters over the whole period among all regions and apart from the β-convergence we can also exclude divergence.
Conclusion
There are many methods which could be used for evaluation of competitiveness; some are more useful than others. Quantification of competitiveness on the basis of the presented method gives interesting results, which could be used to analyze convergence and divergence of regions. The quantification is carried out for the period of 17 years, as some data before 1995 were not observed by the Statistical Office, and some ceased to be observed starting in 2010. However, all authors who deal with the issue of regional competitiveness has to face the problem of lack of data. Nevertheless, our analyses were made on the basis of a large number of indicators and data, especially in comparison with other studies, which often use only the basic macroeconomic indicators. Nearly 4,200 indicators were either taken from the regional statistics directly or were calculated from a large number of other indicators.
In the last part of this article the analysis of the extent of convergence/divergence of regions was appropriate. This analysis was based on the data from previous research of competitiveness and brought interesting results showing the different trends in the development of Prague, the Moravskoslezsk˘ and ÚsteckȒ egions. The reason why they did not participate in the process of β-convergence or β-divergence is their diametrical difference from the remaining regions. Prague usually (meant by area used) has a much better position, while the other two regions are usually substantially below the average. However, no statistically significant β-convergence or β-divergence across the higher number of regions and lasting for a longer period were identified. Further the analysis of the variance in individual areas eliminated σ-divergence, which was identified only in one case, and almost eliminated σ-convergence, which occurred only in 8 cases.
Thus the results of the analysis of convergence/ /divergence confirm our expectations that relatively stable differences among individual regions remain. Therefore, it can only be said that the individual regions exhibit persistent discrepancies and the region which differs markedly from the rest is the Prague Region.
The continuous political effort of the EU to reduce interregional discrepancies enabled the Czech Republic to use nearly €26.6 billion in the 2007-2013 period [13] . This is 2.2-2.5% of Czech GDP every year, which is a very large amount of money, but our study does not show the positive effect of it. The aim of our study was not the evaluation of efficiency of regional policy, but it was only aimed at the comprehensive description of the reality. However, to evaluate the fruitfulness of regional policy objectively, some ingredients are still missing. Firstly, we do not know the benchmark data describing the development without regional policy, which is not typical only of regional policy, but it is a general phenomenon in economic policy evaluation. Secondly, the same problems with drawing money from EU funds occured. And thirdly, our analysis of convergence/ /divergence is performed only in terms of indicators used to analyze competitiveness, which may not fully correspond to the reality, where the discrepancies may become more or less evident in other areas or indicators.
Nevertheless, we believe that despite the objective deficiencies in the data used, an understanding reader will find "his/her own region" in the presented results and intuitively conduct an evaluation of its position himself/herself. That is why we have refrained from unnecessary extensive comments on the individual regions.
